Gain transparency into polyethylene prices via a reliable methodology that reflects current market conditions.

Polyethylene Weekly reviews domestic and international price movements, feedstock trends, operations and news covering prime, wide spec and recycled resins.

Market Challenge
In the polyethylene market, raw material (ethylene) price trends are influential, but ethylene and polyethylene prices don’t always move in tandem, because most PE producers are also ethylene producers and therefore are not purchasing ethylene. In this context, it’s difficult for stakeholders to find dependable data to guide business decisions that need to be made right now, not days or weeks after the fact.

How We Help
In a four-page report, Polyethylene Weekly provides a quick-scan summary of domestic and international resin and monomer price movements, revealing price trends as they emerge. By applying a methodology developed with the industry’s market makers on both the buy and sell side, the valuations published in this report reflect the realities of the current markets each week.

Benefits
- See accurate pricing for commodity grades of PE (HDPE BM and inj, HMWPE, LLDPE butene and LDPE film) across different delivery points (FOB Houston, FOB Chicago and delivered)
- Gain a clear view of wide spec and off grade spot market PE trading, a leading market indicator
- Get a snapshot of the recycled resin supply chain, from scrap to reprocessed pellets
- Track the production economics of PE for producers in North America, Europe and Asia with feedstock, international summaries and world import/ export balances

For a FREE trial, call 1 281 893 3433
Email info@petrochemwire.com